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A self-consistent real-space multiple-scattering~RSMS! approach for calculations of x-ray-absorption near-
edge structure~XANES! is presented and implemented in anab initio code applicable to arbitrary aperiodic or
periodic systems. This approach yields a quantitative interpretation of XANES based on simultaneous, self-
consistent-field~SCF! calculations of local electronic structure and x-ray absorption spectra, which include full
multiple scattering from atoms within a small cluster and the contributions of high-order MS from scatterers
outside that cluster. In addition, the code includes a SCF estimate of the Fermi energy and an account of orbital
occupancy and charge transfer. We also present a qualitative, scattering-theoretic interpretation of XANES.
Sample applications are presented for cubic BN, UF6, Pu hydrates, and distorted PbTiO3. Limitations and
various extensions are also discussed.@S0163-1829~98!03736-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray-absorption near-edge structure~XANES! refers to
the region of the x-ray absorption spectroscopy~XAS! spec-
trum dominated by strong photoelectron scattering that
tends about 40 eV above an absorption edge. XANES
currently of great interest in many scientific fields due to
promise of providing local chemical information in comple
and disordered materials. However, both the calculation
interpretation of XANES have remained challengi
problems.1,2 Although the fundamental multiple-scatterin
~MS! formalism of x-ray absorption is well established,3,4

current computational techniques are often unsatisfactory
large aperiodic systems. Currently available full-MS XANE
codes1 are of limited accuracy due to large basis size requ
ments and the lack of self-consistent-field~SCF! potentials,
while conventional ground-state electronic structu
methods5 usually depend on lattice periodicity or negle
core-hole and self-energy effects. Moreover, the interpr
tion of XANES in terms of electronic structure alone is i
direct, making a quantitative interpretation difficult. Cons
quently, XANES is typically interpreted only qualitatively
This is in contrast to the weak-scattering region above ab
40 eV of an edge—the extended x-ray-absorption fi
structure~EXAFS! region—for which accurate finite MS ca
culations and a geometrical interpretation are now standa6

In an attempt to remedy these difficulties we present h
a SCF real-space multiple-scattering~RSMS! theory7 of
XANES for arbitrary systems without any requirement
symmetry or periodicity. Our goal in this paper is to prese
a quantitative interpretation of XANES based on simul
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~12!/7565~12!/$15.00
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neous calculations of XAS and electronic structure such
the electronic densities of states~DOS! and charge counts
Our approach is based on cluster calculations of the sin
particle Green’s function, the central ingredient in both ele
tronic structure and XANES calculations. An advantage
RSMS with respect to other electronic structure method
that it uses an integration in the complex energy plane to s
over occupied states and hence avoids an explicit determ
tion of energy eigenstates. Our method partly avoids the
ficulties of large clusters by using full MS calculations
obtain the contribution to the Green’s function from a sm
cluster—typically less than 100 atoms—and a high-order
expansion for important paths that extend outside this sm
cluster. In addition, we present an XAFS-like scatteri
theoretic interpretation of XANES that connects the sp
trum to structural and chemical information. Our method
implemented in a semiautomated, relativistic codeFEFF8,
based partly on efficient algorithms from earlier versions
our ab initio XAFS codesFEFF.6 We also present severa
comparisons of this approach to experiment and to ot
theories to test its validity.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, w
describe our RSMS approach for SCF calculations of D
and XANES. In Sec. III, we present several applications
demonstrate the effect of self-consistency on XANES a
DOS calculations and to illustrate the advantages and lim
tions of our method. In Sec. IV, we present a scattering th
retic interpretation. Finally, in Sec. V we give several co
clusions. Additional applications will be discusse
elsewhere.
7565 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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II. THEORY

The physical quantity of interest in XAS is the x-ra
absorption coefficientm(E). A close connection betwee
XAS and electronic structure is indicated by the similar
between the contribution to the XAS from a given sitei and
orbital angular momentuml and the locall -projected elec-
tronic density of states~LDOS! at sitei ,3

m l i ~E!5m l i
08~E!@11x l i8 ~E!#,

r l i ~E!5r l i
0 ~E!@11x l i ~E!#, ~1!

wherem l i
08(E) and r l i

0 (E) are the smoothly varying atomi
background contributions andx l i (E) @or x l i8 (E)# is the fine-
structure or XAFS spectrum. In Eq.~1! and elsewhere, when
needed for clarity, we will use a prime to denote final-st
quantities calculated in the presence of a screened core
Because of the similarity betweenm l i (E) and r l i (E), it is
widely thought that XAS directly measures the LDOS5

However, this interpretation can be misleading because
the importance of the core hole in the calculation of XA
Explicit examples of this will be shown in Sec. III. Thus,
quantitative interpretation of XAS generally requires calc
lations both with and without a core hole.

Calculations both of XAS and the LDOS in aperiodic sy
tems are efficiently carried out within a RSMS Green
function formalism,3,4,7 which is a real-space analog of th
Koringa-Kohn-Rostoker ~KKR! band-structure method
Similar MS formalisms are the basis for many cluster a
proaches to XANES calculations.1 However our approach
has several advantages as discussed below.

The spatial and energy dependence of the electron D
can be expressed in terms of the the imaginary part of
one-electron Green’s-function operatorG5@E2H#21,
whereH is the effective one-electron Hamiltonian andE is
the ~generally complex! photoelectron energy. In our ap
proach, we always calculate the retarded Green’s funct
which is an analytic function in the upper halfE plane. For
example the total DOSr(E) for real energiesE is given by
the integral of ImG in position space,

r~E!52
2

p
Im E d3r G~r ,r ,E!, ~2!

whereG(r 8,r ,E)5^r 8uG(E1 ih)ur &, andh501. The fac-
tor of 2 accounts for spin degeneracy and the Fermi levelEF
is found by requiring a fixed number of electrons in occup
states belowEF . The total electron density is then given b

r~r !52
2

p
Im E

2`

EF
dE G~r ,r ,E!. ~3!

By using analytic properties ofG, the integral can be evalu
ated around any contourC in the upper half of the complex
E plane with the same initial and final points. We use t
property to simplify the calculations, since the spectral qu
tities of interest are much smoother above the real axis
our calculations we use frozen core states, though in p
ciple the core wave functions could be recalculated dur
the SCF loop. Thus, for the valence electron density,
integral in Eq.~3! should be carried out from an initial en
e
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ergy Ec above all core energy levels and below all valen
states. By using a rectangular contourC the integration is
stable, and it is usually adequate to use only 60–100 po
for the entire valence region, which typically extends abo
40 eV below the Fermi level.

Both the x-ray absorption and emission spectra can
calculated from the same one-particle Green’s functi
From Fermi’s golden rule and the one-electron and dip
approximations, the x-ray absorption coefficient is given
m̃(E)}( f u^ f uê•r u i &u2d(E2Ef), whereê is the x-ray polar-
ization vector,u i & is an initial core state, andu f & is a final
state. Lifetime broadening is ignored inm̃(E) but will be
added as discussed below. Using the spectral represent
( f u f &d(E2Ef)^ f u5(21/p)Im G(E), the golden rule be-
comes

m̃~E!}2
2

p
Im^ i uê•r 8G~r 8,r ,E!ê•r u i &, ~4!

whereE is real. The effects of core-hole lifetime and expe
mental broadening effects may be included using a conv
tion. Since only transitions to unoccupied levels aboveEF
are allowed, we have

m~E!5E
EF

`

dE8m̃~E8!
G

p@~E2E8!21G2#
, ~5!

whereG is determined by the combined sum of the core-h
lifetime and experimental resolution. In this formula th
threshold levelEF ~as well as the SCF DOS and charg
density! is usually calculated in the presence of a scree
core hole, in accordance with the final-state rule. In our tre
ment this corresponds to a fully relaxed core hole. We
mark that to obtain the x-ray emission spectra~XES!, we
need only change the limits of the convolution
(2`,EF), the energy range corresponding to the occup
states. However, since the valence-band DOS often has s
peaks due to quasibound states, it may be preferable to c
out calculations of XES in the complexE plane. Thus, using
the analyticity inE of G ~andm̃!, the integral in Eq.~5! can
be done along any contourC in the upper-half complexE
plane with the same initial and final points that goes bel
the pole of the integrand atE85E1 iG. For example, the
integration can be done along the contourC, which goes
from 2`1 iG/2 to EF1 iG/2 to EF . Such a contour can be
used to calculate XES with much larger steps in energy t
if the integral were evaluated along the real axis.

In this paper we present two key developments for XA
calculations for arbitrary systems and their interpretation
terms of local electronic structure:~1! the use of SCF poten
tials and~2! the use of full MS~FMS! cluster calculations of
both XAS and DOS calculations. Both of these develo
ments are based on Green’s-function calculations in the c
plex plane. The SCF procedure permits anab initio calcula-
tion of the threshold or Fermi energy as well as an evalua
of occupation numbers and charge transfer between ion
the cluster, an effect not usually included in most previo
XAS calculations.1,6 The FMS approach is necessary for
accurate calculation of XANES when the MS path expans
fails to converge rapidly, i.e., whenuxu is not small compared
to unity. Although other XANES codes are based on FM
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cluster calculations,1 to our knowledge, ours is the first suc
code that also includes simultaneous calculations of e
tronic structure.

These two developments are implemented as extens
to previous versions of our semiautomatedFEFF codes.6 In
the remainder of this section, we describe in detail the S
loop used to compute the electron density and scattering
tential within our RSMS framework. As suggested by E
~1!, calculations of XAS and DOS are similar in that they a
related to similar Green’s functions. The significant distin
tion is that the calculation ofx8(E) needed for XAS must be
computed for final states in the presence of a core hole
must include self-energy and thermal corrections, wher
x(E) for the DOS and electronic structure interpretations
usually that for the ground state. In practice, a single S
calculation ofG(E) for a suitably large cluster is sufficien
to calculatex(E) both with and without the core hole, sinc
our calculations are typically done for a cluster sufficien
large that it contains both an absorber with a core hole
neutral atoms of the same atomic species. The quantitym(E)
also requires a calculation of embedded-atomic dipole ma
elementsm0(E),8 i.e., matrix elements between atomiclik
states calculated with SCF~or overlapped atom potentials!
that include solid-state corrections. In this work, we negl
many-body effects due to intrinsic and extrinsic excitatio
and their interference,9 that is, shake-up and shake-off pr
cesses. These effects are usually approximated by a mul
cative factorS0

2(E) in x(E), which depends weakly on en
ergy. Efforts to improve on this approximation are
progress.

The RSMS method is formally similar to thek-space
KKR band-structure approach and the real-space Xa MS
approach,10 since both were originally based on muffin-t
~MT! MS theory. However, in the KKR and Xa methods,
discrete wave functions are calculated using the Lippm
Schwinger equation, while in the RSMS method, the elect
Green’s function is calculated, which implicitly sums ov
all one-particle states. Although our RSMS calculation ofG
uses a MT potential, the MT approximation is not inheren
the RSMS technique and an extension of the method to
potentials would be desirable. Even though many mod
band-structure codes use full-potential generalizations,
felt that the lack of self-consistency was the more seri
approximation made in most currently available XANE
codes and should be corrected first. Nonspherical correct
to the potentials can be roughly approximated by allow
the MT spheres to overlap. Though less precise than f
potential methods, such overlapping MT potentials may
adequate for XANES calculations, due both to finite expe
mental resolution and the fact that errors in the intersti
potential are of decreasing importance with energy ab
EF .

To initialize the SCF loop we use our single-configurati
Dirac-Fock atomic code6 to obtain free atomic densities an
then the overlapped atom~Mattheiss! prescription11 for the
total electronic density and Coulomb potential. For all ite
tions we use the ground-state von Barth-Hedin exchan
correlation potential.12 Next, we approximate the total poten
tial with a MT potential, which is flat in the interstitial regio
and otherwise is equal to the sum of overlapping, spheric
symmetric potentials,Vtot(r )'Vmt1( iVi(ur2Ri u). The MT
c-
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radii are determined using the Norman prescription as in
FEFF7 code,6 and are not changed after the initial iteratio
We also reserve the option in our code to use overlapp
MT radii for severe cases, when nonoverlapping spheres
to worse agreement with experiment. MS theory has
been rigorously proved for the case of overlapping M
spheres, but has been found empirically to give better res
for such severe cases. We add to the total potential
Hedin-Lundqvist~HL! energy-dependent self-energy13 cor-
rection only for XAS calculations and only after the SC
loop is finished.

In the next step of the SCF loop, we solve the Dir
equation in the spinor relativistic approximation14 for the
above MT potentials to obtain radial wave functions a
partial wave phase shifts. These quantities are used in tur
construct the Green’s function, which consists of a cen
atom and scattering contributions:

G~r ,r 8,E!5Gc~r ,r 8,E!1GSC~r ,r 8,E!, ~6!

GSC~r ,r 8,E!522p (
L,L8,a

RL
a~r !GLc,L8c

SC
~E!RL8

a
~r 8!, ~7!

Gc~r ,r 8,E!522p(
L,a

Rl
a~r ,!@Nl

a~r .!1 iRl
a~r .!#

3YL~ r̂ !YL* ~ r̂ 8!, ~8!

where p5A2(E2Vmt) and Hartree atomic unitse5\5m
51 are used. HereRl

a andNl
a are the regular and irregula

solutions of the Dirac equation for the spherically symmet
potential andRL

a(r )5 i leid lRl
a(r )Ylm( r̂ ), andL5( lm). The

index a labels the spinor components; the upper compon
is normalized to sin(pr1dl2lp/2) asr→`. We also include
an additional relativistic normalization factor that is typical
close to unity. The introduction of the indexa is the only
difference from the corresponding nonrelativistic expressi
whereRl would denote a solution of the Schro¨dinger equa-
tion. A simple summation overa is adequate for the densit
calculations. The lower Dirac component may be neglec
in the interstitial region, but must be kept for accurate cha
calculations in the deep core region.14

The scattering contributionGLc,L8c
SC (E) may be expressed

formally by the MS path expansion15 in terms of the two
center matrix elements of the free propagatorG0 and the
scatteringt matrix,

GLc,L8c
SC

~E!5(
i

GLc,L1i
0 t l 1iGL1i ,L8c

0

1 (
i 1 ,i 2

GLc,L1i 1
0 t l 1i 1

GL1i 1 ,L2i 2
0 t l 2i 2

GL2i 2 ,L8c
0

1¯ , ~9!

where summation over intermediate angular momentum
dices is implied. Here the two center propagators and s
tering matrices are defined as

GLi ,L8 i 8
0

5~12d i ,i 8!GL,L8
0

~R!, ~10!
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tLi ,L8 i 85d i ,i 8dL,L8t l , ~11!

where the indexi denotes the atomic site in the cluster,l is
the orbital angular momentum index, andR5Ri2Ri 8 .
These definitions build in summation restrictions that p
hibit the photoelectron from scattering from the same at
twice in a row in a MS path of any order. For the FM
calculations in this work we use exact separable propaga
GL,L8

0 (R)5(eipR/pR)(lỸLl(R̂)YL8l(R̂) where p is the
complex momentum. These propagators are calculated u
the exact Rehr-Albers~RA! algorithm,15 rather than the finite
RA expansion used inFEFF,6 but are calculated with the sam
subroutines. The exact RA algorithm has been show16

to be both stable and superior in accuracy compared
other constructions. We remark that these matrices
based on dimensionlessG0 and t, i.e., G0(r ,r 8,E)
52exp(ipur2r 8u)/4ppur2r 8u, and, for spherically symmet
ric potentials,t l5exp(idl)sindl .

15 These quantities are some
times defined with an additional factor22p, but this cancels
in the productG0t encountered in the MS series. For brev
we will often omit angular-momentum or site indices a
intermediate summations, as is typically done with matric
since these indices are easy to restore. For example
shorthand form of Eq.~9! is

GSC5G0tG01G0tG0tG01¯ . ~12!

In general the finite, high-order MS path expansion h
been found to converge well at high energies,6,17 but can fail
in the XANES region in cases of strong scattering. Stro
scattering is characterized by large values of the XAFS fu
tion x, e.g., when either the largest eigenvalue ofG0t or the
quantity f eff /pR for a given path exceeds unity, wheref eff is
the effective scattering amplitude.15 Typically, nonconver-
gence is due to large MS contributions from short bonds
small photoelectron momentump. This leads to the appear
ance of strong peaks in the XANES such as ‘‘white line
and ‘‘shape resonances.’’2 To handle these cases we app
the FMS method to a finite cluster around the central ato
In FMS treatments, the MS series in Eq.~9! is summed im-
plicitly to all orders by matrix inversion,

GSC5G0~12tG0!215~12G0t !21G0. ~13!

For both XAS and DOS the quantity of interest is t
submatrix ofGLi ,L8 i 8 for which i and i 8 both refer to an
absorbing atom in the XAS calculation or a central atom i
DOS calculation. Because the partial wave phase shifts
cay exponentially with increasingl beyond (l max11);krmt ,
wherer mt is the MT radius of the central atom,GSC can be
calculated with reasonable computer resources for ener
smaller than of order@( l max11)/rmt#

2 Ry and sufficiently
small clusters, e.g., to about 30 eV forr mt'2 – 3 bohr and
l max52. The time required for the matrix inversion in E
~13! scales as the cube of the dimensionN( l max11)2 of GSC,
whereN is the number of atoms in the cluster. Because
this strong dependence on dimensionality, calculations in
XANES region are typically limited to fairly small cluster
of order 100 atoms on modern workstations. In practi
clusters of this size appear to be adequate in many case
-
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will be demonstrated in Sec. III. Larger clusters can
handled approximately by a combined FMS/high-order M
approach, as discussed below.

Unlike the path-by-path MS expansion, effects of latti
vibrations can only be taken into account approximately
the FMS technique. In our approach we simply appen
factor exp(2sii8

2 k2) to each free propagatorGLi ,L8 i 8
0 . This

procedure yields the correct thermal Debye-Waller fact
only for the dominant single scattering terms in the harmo
approximation. Though these thermal factors for the M
paths are not exact, they are reasonable approximations
can significantly improve convergence.

The CPU time spent in the FMS-SCF loop is currently
bottleneck in our code. It is inconvenient to do SCF calcu
tions for more than 150 atoms on modern workstations
such calculations presently take several CPU hours. We h
introduced several algorithms to improve the efficienc
First, we have found that SCF potentials can be calculate
sufficient accuracy with much smaller clusters than
XANES, e.g., clusters of about 30 atoms containing only
to third neighbors about each unique site. Then the m
bottleneck becomes the single FMS calculation for a
cluster. To handle even bigger clusters without signific
loss of accuracy, we use a combined FMS/high-order
approach. That is, we treat paths within a given clusterC
surrounding the absorbing atom to all orders and simply
MS paths that extend outsideC by FEFF’s high-order MS
path expansion and path filters. A possible improvement
this approach is to repartition the matrixGSC as follows:

GSC5~12G0tC!21G0@ t C̄1t C̄G0t C̄1t C̄G0tG0t C̄1¯#

3G0~12tCG0!21, ~14!

wheretC and t C̄ correspond to scattering from atoms insi
the clusterC and outsideC̄ the cluster, andt5tC1t C̄. Thus,
two matrix inversions should in general be made, but if
can neglect spin or spin-orbit interaction~which is usually
the case!, only one inversion will be needed, since the tw
matrices will be simply related. Notice that the scatteri
paths inside the square brackets should start and end ou
the clusterC, but intermediate atoms could also be insi
that cluster. This approach represents a different repartit
ing of the MS expansion from that of Fujikawa.18 Fujikawa
also suggested that, in the case of short bond distances
tween atomsi and j , a FMS calculation be made for th
simplest two-atom cluster of atomsi and j . Then G̃i j

0 5(1
2Gi j

0 t j2Gji
0 t i) i i

21Gi , j
0 , which corresponds to the inclusion o

full MS between pairs of atoms i and j. Actually, both re
artitioning schemes can be used simultaneously, since
cluding G̃ into Eq. ~14! is straightforward and leads to
modified single scattering term,

GSC5~12G0tC!21G̃0t C̄G̃0~12tCG0!21

1(
i j

~12G0tC!c,i
21G̃i , j t j

C̄~G02G̃0! j ,i~12tCG0! i ,c
21 ,

~15!

where atomsc and i are inside the clusterC, atom j is
outside, and atomc represents the central atom in the calc
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lation. The second term cancels double counting in the
term. The double counting comes from the fact that wh
ever the backscattering sequence (i - j - i ) occurs in the scat-
tering path, then one should useG̃i j

0 t jGji
0 instead ofG̃i j

0 t j G̃j i
0 .

In practice, it may be convenient simply to check for pa
that extend outside a clusterC and useG0 or G̃0 as appro-
priate.

The total propagatorG in Eq. ~5!, calculated as describe
above, can then be used to obtain the density of state
necessary component for the SCF calculations. As illustra
in Eqs. ~3! and ~4!, the imaginary part ofG is of primary
interest, but in order to do the integration in the comp
energy plane we have to keep both the real and imagin
parts. Thus, for convenience, we define a reduced com
Green’s function whose imaginary part is the local DOS,

gi~r ,E!52
2

p
Gi~r ,r ,E!, ~16!

where Imgi(r ,E)5r(r ,E).
One of the advantages of the RSMS approach is that

tegration over energy can be done more efficiently in
complex energy plane. In our implementation we use o
about 60–100 points on a rectangular contourC enclosing
the occupied valence states. This contourC starts at a rea
energyEc chosen above the energies of all core levels
below all valence states. The energyEc in FEFF8 has a de-
fault core-valence separationEc defined for each atom, but i
can be easily overridden. The contour goes fromEc to Ec
1 iEi to EF1 iEi , and down toEF1 iT, whereT lies just
above the real axis. Typically we setEi'4 eV and T
50.025 eV. We also search for the new Fermi level with
small imaginary partT. This value ofT roughly simulates
the effect of finite temperature ('300 K), since it leads to
occupation numbersn(E)5(1/p)arctan@(E2EF)/T#, which
are comparable to the Fermi-Dirac distribution, but w
power-law rather than exponential tails.

The use of the term ‘‘valence states’’ in typical electron
structure calculations can differ from the usual meaning
‘‘valence states’’ in chemistry, due to the overlap of the e
ergy bands associated with these states. Thus, in our
proach a state is defined to be core or valence, dependin
whether its energy lies below or aboveEc , which is typically
40 eV belowEF . For example, we consider the 3d states in
Cu to be valence states since they overlap strongly withp
and 4s states.

Since we consistently use spherical symmetry in
present implementation, we obtain after spherical averag

gi~r ,E!5E dV

4p
gi~r ,E!5

k

p2 (
L,a

$Rl
a~r !2e2id lGLi ,Li~E!

1~2l 11!Rl
a~r !@Nl

a~r !1 iRl
a~r !#%. ~17!

This procedure is carried out for each distinguishable sitei in
a solid or molecule. The space integration ofr i(r ,E) then
yields r(E), the DOS. The Fermi levelEF is found itera-
tively by energy integration of the DOS. The energy integ
tion of gi(r ,E) in the complex plane up toEF then gives the
new total electron densityr i(r ).
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We regard the presently implemented space integra
method as the least satisfactory approximation in our S
loop and should be improved in subsequent code deve
ment. We are currently using an approach similar to
atomic sphere approximation~ASA!.19 Thus in the initial
iteration, the Norman radiiRnm ~i.e., the analog of the
Wigner-Seitz radii of neutral spheres! are calculated, using
the definition

E
0

Ri
nm

dr 4pr 2r i~r !5Zi , ~18!

where Zi is the charge of thei th nucleus. These Norma
radii are kept fixed for all iterations. To obtaingi(E) @and
hencer i(E)# we then use

gi~E!5E
0

Ri
nm

dr 4pr 2gi~r ,E!. ~19!

As in the ASA, our method double counts charge in t
region where two Norman spheres overlap and does
count charge at all in the region not covered by any Norm
sphere. This approximation might be intolerable for so
ground-state calculations where very high accuracy
needed; however, it works well when the density is slow
varying and is a fairly good practical approximation to a
count for charge transfer within the RSMS approach in XA
calculations as described below. Next, we find the new d
sity around thei th site in two ways. First we find the Ferm
level from the relation

Im E
C

EF
dE(

i
Nigi~E!5Nel , ~20!

whereNi is the number of sites ofi th type,Nel is the total
number of electrons in the system, andC is the contour of
integration. Next, we find the local Fermi level at thei th site
by requiring no charge transfer from thei th Norman sphere:

Im E
C

EF,i
dE gi~E!5Zi2qi , ~21!

whereqi is the charge transfer from the previous iteration

qi5Zi2E
0

Rnm

dr 4pr 2rold~r !, ~22!

initialized so thatqi is always zero before the first iteration
Thus, we construct two new densities, one of which includ
the charge transfer while the other does not. The secon
still useful since it includes changes in the valence wa
functions:

r i ,1~r !5Im E
C

EF
dE gi~r ,E!, ~23!

r i ,2~r !5Im E
C

EF,i
dE gi~r ,E!. ~24!

If self-consistency is reachedEF,i5EF andr15r2 .
As is typical in SCF calculations, at least one converge

acceleration factorc is usually required to achieve stab
convergence.19 When one factor is used, the new density
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each iteration is computed asr i
new(r )5(12c)r i

old(r )
1cr i ,1(r ). Typical values ofc are about 0.2 or smaller. In
our algorithm we enforce charge conservation byr2 and thus
need two convergence acceleration factors in cases w
significant charge transfer is possible:

r i
new5~12c12c2!r i

old1c1r i ,11c2r i ,2 . ~25!

For elements with narrowf bands, such as Pu and U di
cussed in Sec. III, we usedc150.02 and found that a valu
of c250.05 was essential for swift convergence. Once
new density is calculated it is used to start a new iterati
This newr(r ) is then used to calculate new scattering p
tentials and these steps are iterated to self-consistency. T
cally 10 to 20 iterations are required to converge to a pre
sion in EF of a fraction of an eV. Sites with a core hole a
treated similarly, except for a frozen core hole in a giv
core level. The SCF procedure will automatically ful
screen the core hole. This approach yields a SCF treatm
of core-hole relaxation analogous to the impurity KK
method used by Zeller and co-workers.20

We have implemented our SCF MS approach into an
ficient ab initio RSMS codeFEFF8 for XANES calculations.
In the remainder of this paper, we will discuss applicatio
of our approach and its interpretation. Our code has m
attractive properties compared to other methods:

~i! The code calculates XAS and DOS for arbitrary h
erogeneous clusters of atoms throughout the periodic ta
without any assumption of symmetry or periodicity.

~ii ! The code is semiautomated with the same minim
input—i.e., atomic numbers and Cartesian coordinates
uniquely define system—as in previous versions ofFEFF.6

The code also uses the same spinor relativistic atomic c
energy-dependent self-energy~e.g., the HL potential! and
complex semirelativistic phase shift algorithms as inFEFF.

~iii ! The code determines SCF MT potentials in the pr
ence~or absence! of a screened core hole using the RSM
method based on complex plane Green’s-function calc
tions, rather than wave functions.

~iv! The full multiple scattering calculations ofGSC are
done by matrix inversion using a single precision low
upper decomposition algorithm21 and exact RA separabl
propagatorsG0.

~v! The code approximates the effects of thermal disor
for FMS calculations.

In contrast to other XANES codes, our approach a
yields electronic structure information in the form of LDO
and charge counts. However, the energy resolution and
curacy of our DOS calculations is limited by broadening d
to cluster size and core-hole lifetime and by the lack of f
potential corrections to the MT potentials. Thus, while o
results for DOS lack the fine details of modern ban
structure calculations, the resolution inherent in our appro
is appropriate for XANES spectra. Moreover, integrat
quantities such as the total density, Fermi energy, and ch
transfer are not expected to be sensitive to fine details in
DOS. Thus, we feel that the present accuracy is suffic
both for a quantitative treatment of XANES and its interp
tation in terms of electronic structure.
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III. APPLICATIONS

We now present several applications of our approach
quantitative XANES and DOS calculations. Our goal is
test the validity of our approach by comparisons both w
accurate electronic structure theory and with experiment
particular we aim to examine the effects of self-consisten
and FMS on calculations both of XAS and DOS. The SC
loop described above can also be applied to a full poten
calculation, and we plan to address such corrections to
MT approximation in future work. ‘‘Near-field’’
corrections22 due to the use of overlapping geometry a
various exchange-correlation potential corrections will a
be addressed later, since they represent less serious app
mations.

A. XANES and DOS of cubic BN

As a first example we treat theK-shell XANES and DOS
of cubic BN, which crystallizes in the zinc sulfide structur
The spectrum of BN is a challenge for our code, as
spherical averaging around each atom is not well justified
such an open lattice. Because the first coordination s
about each atom forms a tetrahedron, the potential lacks
version symmetry. It is not obviousa priori that the SCF
potentials using ASA and spherical averaging would i
prove on the simple, non-self-consistent overlapped ato
potentials~OAP’s! used inFEFF7 for such open systems.

The results of our calculations are compared to exp
ment in Fig. 1 with SCF~solid! and OAP’s~long dashes!.
Both the SCF and OAP calculations are carried out with
final-state rule; i.e., the photoelectron wave function is c
culated with a fully relaxed potential in the presence o
core hole in the 1s state. Both XANES calculations wer
done on an 87-atom cluster and compared to the results f

FIG. 1. XANES m(E) of cubic BN for an 87-atom cluster a
calculated in this work with SCF~solid line! and with OAP~long
dashes! potentials and compared to experimental ELNES d
~dots!. Calculations were made with the final-state rule, i.e., with
fully relaxed core hole. Both calculations reproduce the large wh
line intensity, but the white-line width is better with SCF. The ca
culation using the ground-state potential~short dashes! lacks the
strong white line.
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electron-energy-loss near-edge structure~ELNES!
experiment.23 No adjustable parameters were used in the c
culations except for 1.3-eV broadening to account for
experimental ELNES energy resolution and an energy s
of 6 eV to match the experimental threshold. Note that
Fermi levelEF is accurately determined by our SCF meth
to within about 1 eV based on the shape of the white li
The SCF potentials used were calculated on smaller clus
of 29 atoms in 20 iterations with nonoverlapping MT’s, a 1s
core hole, and a basis ofs-, p-, and d-scattering states a
each site, hence requiring the inversion of (2613261) ma-
trices at each energy point. The calculated occupation n
bers and charge transfers are shown in Table I.

We have found that a fully relaxed core hole is essen
to obtain agreement with experiment for BN, since the int
sity of a white line is much smaller for ground-state pote
tials and indeed the shape of the XANES spectrum is q
different, as shown by the short-dashed line in Fig. 1. Th
the final-state rule works well for BN, and the influence
the core hole leads to a strong enhancement of the spec
close to the edge for both SCF and non-SCF potenti
Moreover, we see that the fine structure in thepDOS with a
core hole in Fig. 2 is similar to that in the observed XANE
The width of the white line is improved using the SCF p
tential rather than the OAP’s. The experimental full width
half maximum ~FWHM! is 7.1 eV, while the calculated
FWHM with SCF is 6.2 eV and that with OAP’s is 4.9 eV.
small discrepancy between the amplitude of the second l
peak may be due to errors in the theory; for example, er
in the self-energy or the neglect of nonspherical correcti
to the potential. Part of this discrepancy may be due to
ferences in energy dependence of the atomic backgro
function m0(E) in Eq. ~1! in ELNES and XANES.24

To assess the quality of our calculation relative to mod
band-structure methods, we show in Fig. 2 the correspon
pDOS with and without a core hole and, for comparison,
results of a linear combination of muffin-tin orbita
~LMTO’s! calculation19 broadened by 1.3 eV. These resu
show that even for relatively small clusters~N'50– 100 at-
oms! our RSMS approach for the ground state yields reas
able agreement with a broadened crystal calculation. Th
reassuring since our approach differs from the LMTO a
proach in several respects. For example, in our approac
energy linearization is used nor do we introduce em
spheres to correct for errors in the MT potentials in op
structures. Note in particular the large downward shift

TABLE I. The electron number counts fors, p, d, and f elec-
trons and the differentially calculated charge transferqi , defined in
Eq. ~22!, for the cubic BN and UF6 molecule. The last two lines ar
the occupation numbers and charge transfer for UF6 calculated with
the GAUSSIAN code~Ref. 26!.

Element s p d f qi

B 0.83 1.71 0.34 10.12
N 1.52 3.50 0.11 20.12
U 0.37 6.21 1.71 3.02 10.66
F 1.96 5.04 0.07 0.05 20.11
U 0.20 6.30 1.40 1.70 12.40
F 1.90 5.50 20.40
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energy of the DOS spectrum due to the presence of the~at-
tractive! core hole. These results show clearly that a scree
core-hole potential is essential to obtain satisfactory XAN
for BN. Figure 2 also demonstrates that it is inappropriate
interpret XAS in terms of the ground-state DOS since
core hole changes the XANES spectrum and DOS dram
cally near the Fermi energy. This also shows thatab initio
calculations of DOS with and without a core hole are nec
sary to draw conclusions about the ground-state electro
structure from an XAS measurement.

B. DOS of UF6

We now test the relativistic electronic structure alg
rithms in our code against accurate full potential~i.e., non-
muffin-tin! ground-state quantum chemistry calculations
ing the GAUSSIAN code.25 We aim to demonstrate that ou
SCF DOS calculations for the heterogeneous molecular
tem UF6 represent an improvement over those calcula
with OAP’s, and are in good agreement with full potent
calculations except for small energy shifts. We also evalu
and compare charge-transfer calculations between the
methods.

The total ground-state DOS for the UF6 molecule is
shown by the solid line in Fig. 3. These results include 2-
Lorentzian broadening. It is clear from the peak intensit
and positions that the SCF DOS is a significant improvem
over the OAP DOS. For example, the energy of the Fp
electron is much closer to the energy of the U 5f states, but
the GAUSSIAN code finds these states slightly closer to ea
other. Notice too that the peaks at lower energies~F 2s and
U 6p states! have nearly the same amplitudes and positio
as with theGAUSSIAN code. This is probably due to the lo
calization of these states, since the ASA is expected to w
better for localized than for delocalized electrons and

FIG. 2. pDOS r(E) of cubic BN for an 87-atom cluster a
calculated in this work~solid line! and from LMTO calculations
broadened by 1.3 eV~dotted!. Notice the gap inr(E), which is
formed by the effect ofx(E);21 on r0(E) ~thin solid with
circles!, the atomic DOS. Also shown is thepDOS in the presence
of a core holer8(E) ~dashed!. The vertical line atE50 represents
the Fermi level as calculated forr(E) andr8(E) and is the center
of the band gap in the broadened LMTO calculation.
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SCF Dirac-Fock atom calculations are highly accurate. O
calculations reproduce all the main features in the DOS
UF6, although a shift in absolute energy of 2.9 eV w
needed to align the peaks from the SCF calculation with
GAUSSIAN calculation. This shift in absolute energy is pro
ably due to outer-sphere effects and MT corrections. T
absolute energy scale of OAP calculation was even fur
off, requiring a shift of 5.2 eV. Despite the improvement
the SCF potentials over the OAP’s, the discrepancies sug
that further refinements in the potentials are still needed

The UF6 molecule represents a case where the assignm
of formal oxidation states is unambiguous, i.e., F is in o
dation state21 and U is in16. Hence this system is
well-defined case for comparisons of the relation between
oxidation state and the charge transferqi . In our code this
quantity qi in Eq. ~22! is calculated differentially, i.e., as
difference between the atomic overlap charge density and
SCF density within a Norman sphere. We feel that this is
improvement on definitions of charge associated with e
ion in a compound based upon an arbitrary partitioning
space. We also report the electron counts~occupation num-
bers! obtained by integrating the local density of states to
Fermi energy. The interesting result is that the charge tra
fer calculated differentially is about an order of magnitu
smaller than that given by formal oxidation state consid
ations, although these quantities are well correlated.
charge transfer and electron counts obtained with our c
are shown for UF6 in Table I. For comparison, Hayet al.26

report U12.4: 6p6.06d1.45 f 1.77s0.27p0.3 and F20.4: 2s1.92p5.5

for the occupancy and charge transfer. TheGAUSSIAN code
uses a linear combination of atomic orbitals to construct m
lecular orbitals, and the occupation numbers correspon
the weight of each atomic orbital in the total electron dens
Thus, theGAUSSIAN code does not use a differential charg
transfer calculation, since the atomic orbitals may have n

FIG. 3. Total DOS for the UF6 molecule from theGAUSSIAN

~Ref. 26! code ~solid! compared with our SCF~long dashes! and
OAP ~dashes! calculations. The SCF potentials provide a significa
improvement over the OAP. The discrepancy between our SCF
GAUSSIAN results is likely due to the neglect of nonspherical corr
tions. To compensate for shifts in absolute energies, the SCF
culation was shifted to the right by12.9 eV and the OAP calcula
tion by 15.2 eV.
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zero density near the neighboring atoms. However, the oc
pation numbers and charges transfers calculated with
GAUSSIAN code are well correlated with our calculations,
shown in Table I. Except for thef occupancy, the electronic
configurations are seen to be quite similar.

C. XANES of PbTiO3

To illustrate the applicability of our approach to structu
ally complex systems, calculations were made for a 1
atom cluster of tetragonal, uniaxially distorted PbTiO3, with
up to p, d, and f electron basis sets for O, Ti, and P
respectively. This system provides a good test of two obj
tives of this paper, the effect of SCF potentials on XANE
and the utility of a RSMS approach. The fully distorte
structure is the reported crystal structure27 in which the cen-
tral Ti atoms are uniaxially displaced from centrosymmet
sites by 0.311 Å. The strong effect of self-consistency on
calculation is shown in Fig. 4. Two calculations were do
for the same cluster of 147 atoms, with the only differen
between them being the use of SCF or OAP potenti
Clearly the SCF calculation agrees better with experimen

At 763 K, PbTiO3 undergoes a transition between cryst
lographically tetragonal and cubic phases.27 From analysis of
the EXAFS of PbTiO3, it has been found28 that the local
structure around the Ti atom remains distorted well into
crystallographically cubic phase. The presence of this dis
tion is readily apparent in the high-temperature data as
first ‘‘edge peak’’ above the Fermi energy does not disapp
or become small as in centrosymmetric structures.29 The de-
pendence of this peak on the distortion of the Ti atom
evident in our calculations. In Fig. 5 we show calculations
both the uniaxially distorted and undistorted~cubic perov-
skite! structures. The strong dependence of the XANES
the local distortion is clearly seen not only in the first ed
peak above the Fermi energy observed at 4966 eV~the peak

t
nd
-
al-

FIG. 4. Effect of self-consistency on the XANES of PbTiO3.
The calculations using the SCF potentials~solid line! agree better
with transmission XAS data, measured at 15 K~big dots!, than with
calculations using OAP~long dashes!. The atomic background
m0(E) in Eq. ~1!, from the SCF calculations is also shown~dotted
line!. The calculations were shifted by 4.5 eV to match the abso
energy scale of the data.
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is at 4970 eV in our calculation! but in the entire spectrum
For example, the dominant post edge peak at 4986 eV
the XAFS amplitudex are clearly too large when calculate
for the centrosymmetric structure. However, the reduction
intensity in the first edge peak at 4970 eV is the most d
matic effect of neglecting the uniaxial distortion in the ca
culation. The intensity of this peak has a strong depende
on thed states of the absorbing Ti atom. To demonstrate
we made the XANES calculation, including onlys and p
electrons of the absorbing atom in the distorted structure
with the same SCF potential. This is shown by the dot
line in Fig 5. Without the central atomd electrons the first
peak is strongly suppressed. This implies that this inten
arises due to hybridization between thep and thed orbitals
of the absorber, an effect that is forbidden for centrosymm
ric structure but increased by local distortions.

There still remain some differences between our S
FMS calculations and the details of the XAS ‘‘edge’’ stru
ture just aboveEF . This may again indicate problems wit
the potentials or possibly the assumed local distortions.
note that the region just above the Fermi energy exhi
very strong scattering, i.e.,x(E);21 in Eq. ~1!, and thus a
very small DOS, which is sensitive to the nature of t
dDOS and the deviation from centrosymmetry.

D. XANES of Pu hydrates

In this example we demonstrate the applicability of o
approach to calculations of the excitation threshold ene
The excitation threshold is the Fermi energyEF , which, on
the absolute photoelectron energy scale, is usually referre
asE0 in the EXAFS literature. In this section, we will useEF
to refer to a calculated threshold energy, andE0 to refer to

FIG. 5. Effect of structural distortion on TiK-edge XANES in
PbTiO3. Shown are XANES calculations of the distorted crys
structure~Ref. 27! ~solid line!, an ideal model with Ti and O a
centrosymmetric sites~dashes!, and for comparison, transmissio
XAS data~circles!. The area added to the edge peak near 4966
is found to be proportional to the mean-square displacement o
Ti atom from the midpoint of the oxygen octahedron. Calculatio
with only s andp electrons for the central atom~dotted! and for the
distorted structure demonstrate that the intensity of this peak is
to hybridization between thep andd electrons of the absorbing Ti
nd
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that obtained from EXAFS analysis. One might expect t
the effect of the SCF potentials on the calculated EXA
spectrum will be small since the extended spectrum typic
starts about 40 eV above the Fermi energy and hence is
weakly sensitive to chemical effects such as the fine det
of the potential. Indeed, we have found rather generally t
the overall shape of the calculated fine structurex is insen-
sitive to effects of self-consistency, even much closer to
edge. However, the neglect of charge transfer and crude
timates of the Fermi level, as in previous XAS codes,1,6 can
still have large effects on EXAFS analysis. For example
larger number of variable parameters are typically requi
when using a non-self-consistent calculation as a fitting s
dard. Also, sinceE0 is correlated with interatomic distance
in a fit, the need to fitE0 results in larger uncertainties i
extracted parameters. In the EXAFS analysis of a hetero
neous material, the neglect of charge transfer may req
separateE0’s for each type of atom as variable phase corr
tions in a fit. For example, Haskelet al.30 used four different
values of E0 to fit the La and SrK-edge EXAFS in
La12xSrxCuO4. Extrapolating an estimate forE0 determined
in the EXAFS region to the near-edge region may also
inaccurate due to errors in the self-energy model and in
calculated Fermi level in the fitting standard. The latter er
could be sensitive to the effect of charge transfer. Howev
if the fitting standard accounts for charge transfer and ac
rately determines the Fermi level, then theE0 correction
should be the same for different atoms, and physically me
ingful fits should use a singleE0 parameter even for hetero
geneous materials.

In Fig. 6~a! we show XANES data for Pu hydrates wit
the Pu in four different oxidation states from 31 to 61. For
each of these data, the experimental EXAFS data31 were ana-
lyzed to determine an empirical value forE0 , using a non-
linear least-squares-fitting code.32 The fits were performed
twice, once with amplitudes and phases obtained fr
FEFF7’s OAP calculation and again using the SCF potenti
from FEFF8. The location ofE0 from the optimized fits are
shown in Fig. 6~a!, with OAP results represented by circle
and SCF results by squares. For comparison we show in
6~b! the values forEF calculated directly using the SCF po
tentials and Eq.~20!. Note that the empirically determine
Fermi levels usingFEFF8 fitting standards are very close t
those directly calculated byFEFF8 for Pu31 and Pu41, as seen
in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. However, the Fermi energies dete
mined empirically and theoretically for Pu51 and Pu61 differ
by about 13 eV, although the empirical determinations us
the SCF fitting standards ofFEFF8 are significantly improved
over those from OAP standards. Although the values ofEF
calculated using our SCF potentials appear to be relia
even for the higher valence states of Pu, improvements to
fitting standards are required. As seen by the high value
E0 for Pu51 and Pu61 in Fig. 6~a!, unphysical phase correc
tions are still needed in fits to the EXAFS data in these ca
The different behaviors of the Pu31 and Pu41 relative to
Pu51 and Pu61 can be understood in terms of their structure
Pu31 and Pu41 are surrounded by nine and eight nearly eq
distant water ligands. Consequently, the spherical avera
of the densities and potentials performed byFEFF8 is a rea-
sonable approximation. However, Pu51 and Pu61 both pos-
sess plutonyl oxygen atoms along one axis, which are m
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closer to the Pu than the remaining oxygen atoms locate
a plane orthogonal to that axis. This strong coordinatio
asymmetry makes the validity of spherical averaging qu
tionable. Again MT corrections or full potential calculation
may be required for better agreement.

For Pu31 and Pu41, the white line intensity calculated
with our FEFF8 code agrees well with experiment. The ma
difference between previous simulations of the Pu hydrat33

using FEFF7 and the current ones using SCF codeFEFF8 is
that no adjustment ofEF was needed. Also, our calculation
with FEFF8 used the Hedin-Lundqvist self-energy, while wi
FEFF7 we needed a nonlocal self-energy model to get
equate agreement with experiment. Without better poten
models, however, it is difficult to make definite conclusio

FIG. 6. ~a! Experimental XANES of Pu hydrates with forma
oxidation states from13 to 16. The positions of the Fermi leve
obtained by fitting the EXAFS using fitting standards from the S
FEFF8 code~squares! are more accurate than those obtained from
non-SCF OAP calculationFEFF7 ~circles!. ~b! Calculated XANES
of Pu hydrates withFEFF8, without any adjustable parameters. T
diamonds show the theoretical positions of the Fermi level.
features of the experimental XANES for each hydrate are rep
duced, including the variation of white-line intensity with form
oxidation state. However, relative edge positions are reprodu
only qualitatively.
in
l
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al

about the validity of different self-energy models, since t
potentials and the self-energies can have comparable ef
on XANES.

IV. XANES INTERPRETATION

We now turn to an interpretation of XANES based on
EXAFS-like scattering theoretic framework. This interpret
tion is based on the premise that all XANES features are
to electron scattering. We believe that this picture provide
useful and intuitive alternative to interpretations based,
example, on molecular orbitals.2 The main ingredients of this
interpretation are the atomic background functionsr0 or m0 ,
and the oscillatory XAFS functionsx(E) in Eq. ~1!. Both of
these quantities have well-known structural interpretatio
By analogy with the now well-accepted interpretation of E
AFS we arrive at the following observations:

LDOS and XANES.Because the atomic background term
r0 andm0 are generally smooth above threshold, all the fi
structure in the LDOS and XANES arises from the electro
scattering contribution inx(E) while peak heights are als
proportional tor0 or m0 . The XANES spectrum correspond
to the final-state LDOS calculated in the presence o
screened core hole.

Threshold.The threshold for XANES and EXAFS is th
Fermi levelEF ~or E0 on an absolute scale!, which lies be-
low all ‘‘edge structure.’’ Thus,E0 is not necessarily the
midpoint of the main rise in the XANES. SCF calculation
are usually needed to obtain accurate Fermi energies.

Edge structure.The ‘‘edge structure’’ in XANES is con-
trolled largely by the magnitude of the XAFS functionx. For
large positivex, the edge exhibits a ‘‘white line,’’ while for
large negativex(E);21 the absorption is small, corre
sponding to a gap or pseudo gap in the LDOS, i.e., a ‘‘d
line.’’ A negativex implies that there isdestructive interfer-
ence between the outgoing photoelectron wave and
waves backscattered from neighboring atoms. FMS calc
tions are required whenuxu is not small compared to unity.

Disorder. Thermal and structural disorder lead to
Debye-Waller-like reduction in the amplitude of the fin
structureuxu, which can be discussed in terms of intermedia
range order.17 A decrease inuxu corresponds to a reduction i
white-line amplitude (x>0) or an increase in the LDOS in
gap (x<0).

This interpretation is illustrated well by our example
The connection between LDOS and XANES is discussed
BN in Sec. III A. For this case, as is typical in insulators, t
Fermi energyE0 is found to lie roughly in the middle of the
band gap in the density of states, a few eV below the rise
the main edge~Fig. 1!. Similarly for the EXAFS analysis of
PbTiO3, the correct Fermi level lies below the small ed
peaks and well below the main rise. The XANES spectr
betweenE0 and the main rise is sometimes termed the ‘‘p
edge region,’’ but we feel that ‘‘edge region’’ is better te
minology since the Pauli principle precludes absorption
fore the true threshold (EF). By analogy with the historical
use of ‘‘white line’’ to denote a large peak in the absorpti
at the edge, the term ‘‘dark line’’ aptly describes a pr
nounced reduction at an absorption edge. Materials suc
BN or PbTiO3 both exhibit pseudo gaps in thepDOS and
hence good examples of ‘‘dark lines.’’ The small peaks
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the edge region of PbTiO3 ~Fig. 5! have been interpreted i
terms ofp-d hybridization due to the breakdown of cent
symmetry, and are seen to increase in magnitude with
creasing disorder~i.e., with decreasinguxu!.

Of course, our XAFS-like picture of the XANES does n
contradict the molecular-orbital picture. It simply represe
an alternative but equivalent interpretation of the underly
physics. Depending on the situation, one or the other ma
more appropriate. For a discussion of peak splitting in th
spectra, the molecular-orbital picture may provide a m
natural language in terms of electron states. The scatte
theoretic picture, which is natural in the EXAFS regio
seems more appropriate to interpret the structural origin
XANES and effects of thermal disorder.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an approach for excited state x
spectroscopy calculations that combines simultaneous RS
calculations of electronic structure and XAS. The meth
improves upon most current cluster calculations of XAS
using SCF potentials. We have implemented these SCF
tentials along with a full MS treatment of XANES into th
FEFFprogram~version 8!. We have found that SCF potentia
are essential for an accurate determination of the Fermi l
and also for calculations of charge transfer between ato
FMS calculations are necessary in XANES when the am
tude of the fine structureuxu is not small compared to unity
When FMS is important, the code also permits calculatio
for bigger clusters than previously possible by combining
accurate FMS calculation for a small cluster and a high-or
MS path expansion for paths that extend outside. Our RS
method compares favorably to many currently availa
electronic-structure methods since it is a relativistic, a
electron method applicable to general systems throughou
periodic table without the need for symmetry or periodici
Brillouin-zone sums, supercells, pseudopotentials, or ene
linearization approximations. On the other hand, the LD
calculated with our approach is broadened due to finite-
effects, and presently the code lacks outer-sphere, em
sphere, and nonspherical corrections to the MT potent
ge
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Additionally, our method incorporates self-consistent co
hole relaxation~the final-state rule!, an energy-dependen
self-energy~usually the HL model13!, as well as effects of
correlated vibrations and disorder, all of which are importa
for a quantitative description of XANES. Several applic
tions have been presented to show that SCF calculation
XANES are in better agreement with experimental data th
those with overlapped atom potentials. We have also p
sented a structural interpretation of XANES analogous to
conventional interpretation of EXAFS. Finally, the cod
implementing our method is semiautomated, thereby mak
XAS calculations and the interpretation of spectral featu
in terms of geometrical and electronic structure readily
cessible.

Although we have restricted our discussion to XANE
the RSMS method can be generalized to many other s
troscopies, e.g., x-ray emission spectroscopy~XES!, x-ray
photoelectron diffraction,34 and anomalous x-ray
scattering,35 x-ray magnetic circular dichroism,36 etc. Many
extensions and improvements are still desirable, e.g., a m
accurate treatment of nonspherical corrections to
potentials,37 outer-sphere corrections in molecules, a
many-body and core-hole screening effects, and we hop
address many of these limitations in future work.
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